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Structure
➢ Introduction

• Category Management One-Pager
➢ Supplier Success Strategies

• Prep
• Supplier Profile
• A review of the tools and dashboards
• A demonstration
• Return to the Supplier Profile

➢ What is Next



Category Management One-Pager



Category Management and Suppliers

Supplier Marketing Initiative One-Pager

Download the Supplier Success Strategies for the PSC One-Pager
➢ Goals

• Deliver savings, value and efficiency
• Eliminate contract redundancies
• Meet government small business goals

➢ Tiers of spend, including best-in-class
• Prices paid information’s role

➢ Success metrics 

https://hallways.cap.gsa.gov/app/#/gateway/professional-services/8833/docs/23880/One%20Page%20Supplier%20Success%20Strategies%20Professional%20Services%20Category%20Management%20Explainer%20061319-1568287282.pdf


Supplier Success Strategies



The means to supplier success
The same tools and dashboards used by the 
federal  acquisition workforce to perform market 
research for professional services and assess 
category management performance can help 
suppliers build a stronger business pipeline by 
understanding agency category management 
goals, performance and how those agencies 
perceive the industrial base.



Before using the tools
1. Check GSA Advantage/eLibrary
2. Find your contracting officer
3. Determine if the GSA Advantage file is up to date
4. Is company contact information up to date

DID YOU KNOW: An Advantage file can leave the system if it isn’t updated every two years.



The Supplier Success Strategy Checklist
The tools and dashboards can be placed into 3 
groups 

Tools/Dashboards Impact

CALC and Discovery Means to increase supplier visibility

Small Business Dashboard and the 
Schedule Sales Query

Insight into federal market trends and 
performance

Dashboards: Contract Inventory Exploration 
Tool, Vendor Managed Spend Report, 
Awards Exploration Tool

Insight into how category management is 
incorporated into agency procurement

https://hallways.cap.gsa.gov/app/#/gateway/professional-services/8833/docs/23881/Supplier%20Success%20Strategies%20Checklist%20091119-1568287386.pdf
http://calc.gsa.gov
http://discovery.gsa.gov
https://d2d.gsa.gov/report/public-category-management-dashboards-analytics
https://d2d.gsa.gov/report/fas-schedule-sales-query-plus-ssq
https://d2d.gsa.gov/report/public-category-management-dashboards-analytics
https://d2d.gsa.gov/report/public-category-management-dashboards-analytics


Tool/Dashboard Discussion Format
1. What it does
2. How does the federal acquisition workforce use it
3. How can industry partners use it
4. Where does the data live
5. What to do if you’re not there



Supplier Visibility Tools



CALC: The Contract-Awarded Labor 
Category Tool

CALC.gsa.gov
The Contract-Awarded Labor Category (CALC) tool, built by the Professional Services 

Category and 18F, allows contracting officers and specialists to conduct research and price 

analysis for professional labor categories across a database of contract awarded prices for 

74,000+ labor categories from 13 contract vehicles.

The rates are represented are ceiling prices, fully burdened and worldwide rates.

http://calc.gsa.gov/


The FAW uses the number of results to see 
the range of price points  

How the Federal Acquisition Workforce (FAW) and 
Industry use the CALC tool

Narrow the search 
using filters

Use exported data to create an 
independent government cost estimate 
or assess competition for pricing

Search by vendor name, contract 
number and 13 contract vehicles. 
Find similar labor categories and 
compare pricing.

Basic statistical analysis



Discovery: Market Research Tool

Discovery.gsa.gov

Discovery is the qualitative counterpart to the numbers driven CALC tool. It uses reports 

from the Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS), System for Award Management (SAM) 

and company/contract specific information to help market researchers see contract vehicle 

options and issue more well targeted requests for information. 



Advanced Search leads 
to a page of filters

Search keywords linked 
to SIN/Pool descriptions

Discovery has contract 
information for GSA Tier 
2 and Best-in-Class 
Vehicles



Supplier provided 
downloadable 
capability statement

FAW uses filters to 
determine contract 
vehicles based upon 
starting information

FPDS data on specific 
contract vehicles or in 
general



Federal Trend Dashboards



Schedule Sales Query Tool 

D2D.gsa.gov
FAS Schedule Sales Query Plus SSQ
Search “SSQ”

This tool offers searchable and filterable information all the way from FY 1991 to present, 

including sales dollars for TDR contracts. In this version, the user has the ability to build 

his/her own report to view MAS sales by fiscal year and quarter based on various level of 

details: Product or Service, Governmentwide Category, Governmentwide Subcategory, 

Schedule Number, SIN, NAICs, Business Size, Contract Number etc. 



How does the federal acquisition workforce 
use it?
According to the SSQ page, “federal 
acquisition professionals report the 
dashboard’s underlying data makes it easy to 
find vendor contact information and reach out 
and engage with MAS suppliers.”

How can industry use it?
The SSQ answers the question, “What are 
the growth areas on Schedules by 
socioeconomic status, geographic location, 
category, NAICS or PSC?”
Users can project growth or decline in 
Schedule usage and determine if expiring 
opportunities are likely to be recompeted 
there.

It can be cross-referenced with the Contract 
Inventory Tool to determine whether trends in 
Schedule usage can be corroborated by 
usage of other contract vehicles governed by 
similar NAICS codes or to put it more simply, 
“Where is the money going?”

Identify sales 
trends by 
Schedule, SIN, 
NAICS or PSC

Focus on 
socioeconomic 
characteristics of 
a Schedule/SIN or 
hone in on a 
specific supplier

Look at figures from specific 
SINs like how many are 
meeting sales thresholds and 
what the average sales 
performance is per supplier.

Determine local Schedules 
markets using the Geography tab



Small Business Dashboard

D2D.gsa.gov
Government-Wide Category Management 
Oversight & Performance Management Tools

This public dashboard allows users to determine whether an agency is meeting specific 

socioeconomic goals and whether those match the designation held by a supplier.



Small Business Dashboard
How the Federal Government Uses It

● At a programmatic level breaks down 
agency and office performance on 
socioeconomic scorecards

● Can help a user determine the 
percent of the industrial base that has 
socioeconomic attributes by 
department, agency, office or category 

How can industry use it
Answers the question, “Is the agency 
targeted by my company meeting its 
socioeconomic goals and does that create 
opportunities for my company?” 

Toggle the filters to hone in 
on current or prospective 
customer agencies

Filter information 
specifically by category 
management architecture 
and whether or not the 
spend was BIC 
addressable

Agencies can see how 
their socioeconomic 
spend compares to 
other agencies down 
to the office level



Category management overlay to the 
Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS)



Contract Inventory Exploration Tool 

D2D.gsa.gov
Government-Wide Category Management Contract 
Management Tools

The Contract Inventory Exploration Tool answers the question, “What are the most popular 
NAICS, procurement size and count on a contract vehicle. What is the typical procurement 
size for Agency X in professional services? What contracts do they use?”



Contract Inventory Exploration Tool: 
How does the federal acquisition workforce 
use it?

● Determine IDIQ contract tier
● Volume flow through IDIQ
● Work performed by NAICS/PSC and 

associated contract 

How can industry use it?
Allows users to identify by PIID contract 
actions against contract vehicles of all tiers 
that may represent opportunities.
It can also serve to quickly ID what 
constitutes a Tier 1, Tier 2 or Tier 3 (BIC) 
vehicle. 

Search Procurement 
Instrument Identifiers 
(PIID) for contracts that 
are in your NAICS code 
or otherwise match your 
company’s focus. 

What are typically sized 
purchases on your 
current/targeted 
contract vehicle

The information is 
downloadable as a 
CSV

Filter by agency down 
to office, category 
management structure 
and also specific 
contract and PIID



Vendor Managed Spend Report

D2D.gsa.gov
Government-Wide Category Management 
Category Initiative Tools

Suppliers can filter and identify opportunity by category and subcategory of spend as well 

as agency to identify areas with dollars that can be moved to managed spend 



Vendor Managed Spend Report: 
How does the federal acquisition workforce 
use it?

● How many of the dollars going to a 
supplier are for BIC vehicles. Of those 
dollars how much of it is BIC 
addressable? Tier 1 and Tier 2 
addressable?

● A more programmatic view of the data
● “Is the industrial base for my purposes 

going to help me increase my 
managed spend?”

● “Where are my opportunities to 
increase managed spend with 
suppliers that I already work with or 
may work with?”

How can industry use it?
● Determine how much of the spend 

that you receive from government is 
considered managed spend

○ Do the same for competitors
○ Versus how much the 

government says is BIC (or 
Tier 1 and Tier 2) addressable, 
that is, out of the money you 
receive how much of it should 
be managed spend

○ How much of the unmanaged 
spend is on an expiring 
contract? Can it be moved to a 
contract considered managed 
spend? Cross-reference with 
the expiring contract tool

Look at your company or 
incumbents on targeted 
contracts and determine 
whether the spend is 
managed, unmanaged, 
BIC or Tier 2 (Schedules) 
addressable

Results can be 
downloaded as a CSV

Filter by category 
management 
terminology, agency 
down to office, 
socioeconomic 
designation and specific 
supplier name.



Awards Exploration Tool (not public)

D2D.gsa.gov
Government-Wide Category Management 
Oversight & Performance Management Tools

The dashboard allows users to identify expiring contracts one year in the future and filter 

by agency, category, contract type, NAICS, PSC and socioeconomic designation.

A second tab allows users to look at filtered results.



○ Where suppliers can 
find it

○ What it tells federal 
users

○ What it tells suppliers
○ How they can affect 

change

Awards Exploration Tool: 
How does the federal acquisition workforce 
use it?

● Allows users to plan for re-competes
● Allows users to consider where 

money is being spent that is 
considered Tier 0 - unmanaged spend

● Assess expiring contracts by award 
type, NAICS, PSC etc. for report out 
to Policy office

Awards Exploration Tool: How industry can 
use it
The Award Exploration tool answers the 
question,  “How is the part of the opportunity 
pipeline represented by expiring contracts 
impacted by category management impact?”

Look for expiring 
contracts <1 year, 1-2 
years, 2+ years

Specify contract 
vehicle, NAICS, 
Socioeconomic 

Filter by category 
management 
terminology

Filter by agency down 
to contracting office.

The result set comes in an 
exportable CSV with information 
that helps prioritize opportunity



Data Sources and Remedies
Source / Remedies CALC Discovery SSQ D2D CM 

Dashboards*

Direct Uploads: Work with contracting officer for the IDIQ 
to submit for direct uploads X

SAM: Log-in and edit information at SAM.gov X

FPDS: FPDS is fed by contract writing systems. Contact 
a CO for specific contract actions X X X

GSA Advantage/eLibrary: For SIN/Pool contracting 
officer information X X X

Category Management: Category Management PMO, 
Small business advocates, X

Other (FSS19, 72A, TDR): Edits/requests at FAS Sales 
Reporting page SRP.FAS.GSA.gov X



Revisit the supplier success strategy checklist
➢ There will not be one definitive profile
➢ A profile should change based upon who 

you’re talking to
➢ Compare where you are this fiscal year to 

where you were in the past
➢ Look at competitors

The Professional Services Category wants to know how this works for your company, how 
it was employed and receive relevant feedback. 



➢ Vignettes from October webinars
➢ Continued roll-out
➢ Collecting use cases

What’s Next

Each deep dive is expected to be a separate webinar ranging from 30 to 90 minutes.



Prepared by
Zachary Lerner
Supplier Relationship Management Specialist for 
the Professional Services Category
zachary.lerner@gsa.gov
(253) 931-7572

mailto:zachary.lerner@gsa.gov


Additional Resources
● How to get on the Professional Services Schedule or OASIS

○ Vendor Support Center (VSC) - vsc.gsa.gov
○ GSA Office of Small Business Utilization -  gsa.gov/aboutosbu

● Questions about Professional Services Schedule or OASIS
○ Professional Services Industry Liaison - 

professionalservices@gsa.gov
● PTACs as a resource for SBs (before and new to)

https://vsc.gsa.gov
mailto:professionalservices@gsa.gov

